A retrieval of ice crystal size near the tops of active deep convective clouds (Cb) throughout the Tropics over a 12-year period is presented based on radiances from the 3.7-¡ m channel of the AVHRR (Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer). Effective diameters (¢ ¤ £ ) are 10-20% smaller over land than ocean. Downwind of continents, crystals are smallest when low-level, offshore transport is strongest. Other regional, seasonal, interannual and long-term variations are also found. These are compared with variations of TOMS (Total Ozone Mapping Spectroradiometer) retrieved tropospheric aerosol and with variations of convective intensity and amount in an effort to identify potential causes by statistical association. Ice particles prove to be smaller when aerosol amounts are greater and when convection is more intense, but appear unrelated to convective rate of occurrence. Aerosols appear to be the most important influence on seasonal and longer times scales, with a consistent
Introduction
Atmospheric aerosol particles play a central role in the formation of clouds by providing sites for cloud droplets and ice crystals to form. Changes in aerosol concentration may therefore be able to modify cloud development. Interest in this problem has long been motivated by the idea that anthropogenic aerosols could increase the number of droplets in clouds, which would then increase cloud albedo if total cloud water content remained unaffected (the so-called "indirect effect" on climate) (Penner et al. 1992; Twomey 1977) . Such an effect has yet to be substantiated. However, shallow (liquid water) clouds are indeed observed to have smaller droplets over continents than over oceans (Han et al. 1994; Twomey 1977) . Products of agricultural and industrial burning have been found particularly effective in increasing cloud droplet number and/or reducing droplet size in these clouds (Hudson et al. 1991; Kaufman and Fraser 1997; Penner et al. 1992; Twomey and Warner 1967) . Interestingly, recent work has shown that such pollution sources can either increase or reduce cloud precipitation, dramatically in some cases (Hindman et al. 1977; Rosenfeld 1999 Rosenfeld , 2000 . Such a mechanism may have important climate implications quite apart from the elusive "indirect effect."
The above effects are well documented for shallow clouds composed of liquid water, but not for ice clouds. One reason for this is the baffling complexity of ice crystal types and consequent difficulty of interpreting remote sensing information from ice when compared to spherical water droplets. Another is the presumption among many researchers that since most aerosols are found at low levels, low clouds are more likely to be affected and therefore more worthy of investigation. However, data have also suggested effects on higher clouds including deeper cumuli and glaciated altocumulus/altostratus (Lewis 1951) , and one recent cloud model has predicted that aerosols should affect ice crystal size in deep cumulus clouds (Phillips et al. 2001) . There is also evidence that volcanic eruptions can affect the radiative properties of cirrus near the tropopause (Minnis et al. 1993) . While those cirrus were probably "seeded" by aerosols at high levels, the present study concerns deep cumulonimbus clouds (Cb) that originate in the boundary layer but grow to similar heights. If such cumuli were affected, it would be primarily by boundary-layer aerosols entering the cloud base 2 or entrained through the cloud sides. This study exploits the unique optical properties of Cb to detect variations in ice crystal size remotely without the need for a radiative transfer model except to calibrate the amplitude of the variations.
A difficulty in substantiating aerosol effects on clouds has been that cloud evolution can be profoundly affected not only by aerosols but also by cloud dynamics. Since aerosol amounts and dynamical factors (such as boundary layer depth) are often correlated, distinguishing between these causes requires either special circumstances where a uniform cloud field is perturbed only in certain locations by aerosol sources (e.g., ship tracks), or statistical analysis of a sufficiently large amount of data. This study follows the latter course. Satellite indices of updraft intensity, Cb occurrence rate, and aerosol amount are employed to see how important each factor is in accounting for regional climate variations in Cb ice particle size. Interannual, seasonal, and geographical variations of the variables are examined. The study is confined to the tropics (25S-25N) where most atmospheric deep convection and open biomass burns occur.
Data and Quantities Examined
This study is restricted to active cumulonimbus or Cb cells, identified by means of 11 ¡ m brightness temperatures § © K (Houze 1989) . Cb cover about 1% of the tropics at any given time, occurring preferentially over continents and very warm oceans mainly in the summer hemisphere. Cb cells are identified from 12 years of radiometric data compiled by the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP), specifically their AVHRR (Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer) B-3 product. At the time of this study, these data were available from December 1983 through April 1998, but data from September 1993 through February 1995 were omitted here because of excessive decay of the NOAA-11 orbit. The ISCCP product retains a small fraction of the original AVHRR observations at their native 1-km spatial resolution. This is ideal for our purposes, because pinpoint observations are necessary in order to sample convective cloud tops properly but the full AVHRR data set would be very large and difficult to obtain. The infrared channels (including 3.7 ¡ m) are continuously calibrated by an on board source to a radiance accuracy of % (Rossow et al. 1996) . Two months (July 1998 and January 1999) of 13.7 ¡ m data from the Visible and Infrared Scanner (VIRS) instrument on board the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) satellite were also used to augment the analysis.
a. Cloud reflectivity and particle size
Wavelengths in the visible and near-infrared portions of the EM spectrum are comparable to, or smaller than, cloud particle diameters. For a liquid water cloud of given vertically integrated mass per unit area, larger droplets reflect less but absorb more than smaller droplets, due to the fact that larger droplets have a smaller cross-sectional area and single-scattering albedo than small droplets (e.g., Liou 1992, Chapter 5) . When clouds contain enough water to be sufficiently opaque, their reflectivity becomes independent of further increases in water content and depends mainly on cloud droplet sizes in the upper portion of the cloud. Nearinfrared wavelengths are particularly valuable for observing droplet sizes because cloud transmission is much weaker than at visible wavelengths, reducing the dependence of the cloud albedo on cloud water content. Typical retrieval approaches use a combination of visible and near-infrared reflectivity to estimate cloud liquid water content and particle size simultaneously (e.g., Han et al. 1994 , and references therein).
Ice clouds are complicated by the many crystal shapes that occur and the sensitivity of scattering to shape. Nonetheless, ice cloud reflectivity at visible and near-infrared wavelengths is also thought to be highly sensitive to crystal sizes (Baum et al. 2000; Minnis et al. 1998; Rolland et al. 2000; Rosenfeld and Lensky 1998) . Radiometric observations can serve as a relative indicator of size differences in otherwise similar clouds even if the absolute interpretation of a given reflectivity is problematic. I follow this strategy here. Such a strategy assumes that ice particle shapes and cloud optical depths do not exhibit large systematic variations between the clouds being considered. We cannot verify the shape invariance, but Cb optical depths are sufficiently large that radiative transfer calculations show their variations should not be important (Baum et al. 2000; Minnis et al. 1998; Rolland et al. 2000) .
The cloud analysis here proceeds purely in the radiative domain, with signals retrieved as reflectivity variations. It will be helpful in interpreting the results to translate these signals quantitatively into variations in crystal size. Since a cloud particle scatters an amount of light that is proportional to its surface area, the salient statistic of a distribution of crystal sizes and shapes is the "effective diameter" (King et al. 1997 ) are used to relate near-infrared reflectivity to ¢ £ for optically thick clouds. These calculations employ the technique of Yang and Liou (1998) and are based on a mixture of bullet rosettes, hollow columns, and solid plates. The calculations of Minnis et al. (1998) show a similar dependence of reflectivity on ¢ ¤ £ . Although different crystal shape assumptions can imply somewhat different mean values of ¢ ¤ £ , the sensitivity of reflectivity to ¢ ¤ £ is fairly similar for all shapes. Considerable changes in the crystal shape distribution would be required to explain the reflectivity variations reported below. For purposes of this study, shape distribution changes are assumed to be unimportant. Therefore, higher reflectivities correspond to smaller particles (lower
¢ £
) and these terms will be used interchangeably in discussing the results.
b. Convective properties
Cloud nucleation is expected to be sensitive to details of updraft velocity and possibly other meteorological factors. Here, updraft velocity is crudely estimated using § @ , with lower values suggesting stronger updrafts. This is an imperfect measure but is the only convenient one available. Cb occurrence rate within a limited region and time period (an index of local hydrological cycle activity) is also readily computed and is tested here as a potential predictor of changes in mean particle size in the same region and time period. These two indices of convective activity will not necessarily capture all meteorological characteristics that are important to cloud microphysics but are a good start.
c. Aerosols
We need to quantify spatio-temporal variations in the amount of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) so that the impact of these variations on Cb can be assessed. In order for an aerosol to nucleate a cloud particle, that aerosol must presumably be ingested into the base of a Cb. Thus the location of the aerosol within the planetary boundary layer, as well as its ability to function as a CCN, will be important.
Common atmospheric aerosols include mineral dust, sulfate, and carbonaceous aerosols or smoke (see Table 1 ). Most dust is lofted from arid soils and deserts under windy conditions. Sulfate aerosols, which predominate over oceans, are produced by several natural and anthropogenic mechanisms. Carbonaceous aerosols, including volatile organic and inorganic compounds and black carbon, are produced in varying amounts by different types of combustion, particularly open fires. Since sulfate aerosols are water soluble, they are recognized as an important source of easily activated CCN. However, burning products and Saharan dust (despite their relative insolubility in water) have also been found to contain significant amounts of CCN (Desalmand 1987; Warner and Twomey 1967) . These aerosols can occur in prodigious quantities so that even a relatively small proportion serving as CCN could overwhelm ambient CCN levels. Aerosol numbers (concentration) are generally dominated by small (Aitkin) nuclei, whereas total aerosol mass is often dominated by the contribution from the largest particles. Chapter 9 of Pruppacher and Klett (1997) is recommended for a more extensive discussion of CCN.
Though no reliable technology exists to observe the desired spatio-temporal variations in CCN per se, column aerosol optical depth can be measured from space. Under conditions where the ratio of CCN to aerosol optical depth can be assumed relatively constant, variations of optical depth could serve as a rough proxy for variations of CCN. Here we employ data from the TOMS (Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer) over the period from 1984 through mid-1993 (Nimbus-7), obtained from the TOMS project at the Goddard Space Flight Center. TOMS uses ultraviolet wavelengths from 312 to 380 nm to observe the net absorption or scattering impact of aerosols. The AVHRR instrument is also capable of retrieving aerosols; however, this instrument was not used for aerosol retrieval in this study for two reasons. First, this instrument is already used for observing clouds, and using the same instrument to retrieve aerosol quantities would leave open the possibility of spurious statistical association due to instrumental peculiarities or correlated retrieval or sampling anomalies. Second, cloud contamination and land emission/reflection effects are difficult to remove from AVHRR aerosol retrievals and could easily lead to false signals in the regions of interest (i.e., land areas where convection occurs).
Column aerosol amount is quantified from TOMS by way of a product called the "aerosol index" (Herman et al. 1997) , here denoted TAI. This product, a residue left after reflectivity and ozone variations have been removed using multiple wavelengths, is proportional to aerosol optical depth given a specific viewing geometry, aerosol type, and vertical aerosol distribution (Torres et al. 1998 ). The TAI is zero in the absence of aerosols, is increased by absorption, and is decreased by scattering. Careful examination of daily TOMS imagery indicates that the main features seen in global TAI maps are caused by net absorption due to localized dust and smoke (Herman et al. 1997) . Though dust produces larger TAI values, numerous studies have verified that where large biomass burns occur, variations in TAI are a skillful index of variations in burning (Chiapello et al. 2000; Hsu et al. 1999; Nakajima et al. 1999; Thompson et al. 2001) .
Though qualitatively useful to monitor burning and dust variations, quantitative use of TOMS as an index of CCN variations is hampered by three main problems.
1. Clouds: While in principle the TAI eliminates cloud and surface reflectivity variations, clouds will still attenuate the true signal since (as with any space-based retrieval) only those aerosols located above the cloud top will be observed. Thus, precisely colocated aerosol and Cb observations are impossible. Instead we are forced into a statistical methodology in which TAI and cloud observations are collected in large spatio-temporal bins (here, one month and Main aerosol categories and their characteristics relevant to this study. Most but not all mass occurs in the height range indicated. The UV effect represents the net effect of scattering and absorption by that aerosol (see Torres et al. 1998) . Evidence exists that each type can contain CCN and can influence some cloud types (see text).
servations come from different times and places within each bin. This introduces a great deal of noise into the analysis, but if any slowly evolving or repeating patterns connect the variables on large scales, these patterns should eventually emerge above the noise. Another problem is the possible corruption of TAI variations by variations in the amount of cloud obscurement. This will be checked by comparing variations in TAI and Cb occurrence rate (the latter taken as a proxy for cloud cover).
2. Height sensitivity: Different aerosol types tend to be located at different heights (Table 1) . TAI is more sensitive to aerosols at greater heights, while the putative sensitivity of clouds to CCN should diminish with CCN height. The Saharan dust layer (carried over the Atlantic by mid-tropospheric easterlies), for example, shows strongly in the TAI due to its height but it is probably located too high to affect Cb signficantly. Closer to its source, dust will be located nearer to the surface, reducing this problem.
3. Type sensitivity: Different aerosol types exhibit different size ranges, wettability, and optical properties, and these differences affect TAI and nucleation properties in radically different ways. For example, the larger size of dust causes it to have greater influence on TAI than smoke at the same concentration, while probably containing fewer CCN. Conversely, sulfate aerosols (which are net scatterers) decrease TAI but contribute many CCN. Since a mixture of net scattering and net absorbing aerosols can produce zero TAI, TAI values near zero will not be very informative about true aerosol (let alone CCN) variations.
Based on the above points, we expect the TAI/CCN ratio to be very high for desert dust, intermediate for combustion products, and zero or negative for sulfate aerosols. The ratio may also differ for different types of combustion or soil, and may increase with distance from the source as aerosols are transported to greater altitudes. Since quantitative use of TOMS requires variations where the TAI/CCN ratio is reasonably constant, it will be useful to find TAI variations caused primarily by changes in the output quantity of a specific aerosol source, where changes in aerosol makeup or height can be safely neglected. In practice this implies areas near strong continental sources of absorbing aerosol, whose strength varies sufficiently in time to provide a useful signal.
Note that CCN are only loosely identified with the agents that may actually affect Cb microphysics. For one thing, aerosols are typically identified as CCN if they can be activated by supersaturation of 1% or less, but actual Cb updrafts may achieve supersaturations quite different from 1%. Also, for Cb, ice nuclei may play some role in influencing cloud glaciation. Further, water soluble gases and certain organic compounds may modify cloud droplet sizes by changing water surface tension (Charlson et al. 2001) . Finally, any substances must probably be located in the boundary layer to affect cloud development. For these reasons, this paper will refer to agents associated with aerosol production that can influence Cb glaciation as "Cb-active" constituents, rather than CCN.
Methodology a. Calculating 3.7

¡ m reflectivity
The observed daytime 3.7 ¡ m radiance includes reflected sunlight, thermal emission from cloud top, and transmission through the cloud of emission from lower levels:
where the last term includes both sources of thermal emission. Cb are cold enough that their emitted components are very small but should still be taken into account. This was done using night imagery, by assuming that daytime and nighttime Cb have similar transmission/emission characteristics. Since
is often below the detection limit of AVHRR/ISCCP, it was estimated here using the more sensitive TRMM VIRS instrument. VIRS § H ( IP exceeded § @ by an average of 7K in Cb night observations; this is due to differing cloud opacity at the two wavelengths (Herrera et al. 1999; Minnis et al. 1998 Though the satellites are very well calibrated for terrestrial emission, computed solar reflectivities depend on the exact passband of the 3.7 ¡ m filter due to the different spectra of terrestrial and solar radiation. Since the passband is not monitored in flight, reflectivity errors may exceed the nominal 1% accuracy. The index of refraction of ice is also sensitive to wavelength in the near-infrared. These problems render overall trends in the data suspect at this time, a fact that must be borne in mind when examining the data. Further calibration strategies are being investigated.
b. Time and view dependence: method
Observed reflected radiance depends not only on cloud properties but on the sun/satellite viewing geometry . This dependence on view is usually "removed" using a radiative transfer model, but for ice crystals not enough is usually known about their shapes to be confident in the results. Here this problem was sidestepped using an empirical retrieval technique. The effect of t y uv R u x © was estimated and removed by fitting all the Cb reflectivities
to the following model:
Here is the (known) solar constant (Thekaeka 1974) integrated over the filter response function for the specific satellite and channel (Rossow et al. 1996) , is the variation of reflectance with is related to the more common bi-directional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) by the factor e 9 ( ) T ¡ v 1 . The explicit consideration of time-dependence in (2) is necessary to avoid confounding slow changes in sampled t (due to orbit drift) with changes in cloud properties. An explicit function of location, however, was not included in (2), since there is little systematic dependence of t on target location at least averaged over the annual cycle.
To employ (1) 
is the standard error of the sample available at that 
c. Time and view dependence: results
The resulting ( Fig. 1) clearly shows three-dimensional scattering effects. These are qualitatively similar to those observed by aircraft for stratus clouds but have not previously been directly observed for deep cumulus. To test the fitting procedure, comparison was made with an analogous quantity g f c h j i c k from the two months of VIRS data. Unlike the approximately sun-synchronous AVHRR, VIRS encounters most of its full range of viewing geometries each month and does not require a fancy fitting procedure. The VIRS and AVHRR estimates agree well at those viewing geometries obtained by both platforms, despite the different orbits and methods.
One potential snag with the methodology is that any diurnal variations in reflectivity would be partly aliased into since uv is highly correlated with local time. This would affect VIRS and AVHRR equally. However, ice scattering cal- (Fig. 1) . This demonstrates that variations in cloud reflectivity over different times in the afternoon are probably not significant.
Comparison (Fig. 2) between and the monthly mean of C shows large discontinuities in C at satellite crossover times. However, the discontinuities completely disappear from which doesn't include geometry effects. This provides more evidence that the function has been estimated accurately. A slow upward trend clearly exists in especially after 1992. As mentioned earlier, this trend should not be trusted. For purposes of this study, we assume that if any spurious trends are present they appear only in and not . This naturally leads to a focus on geographical, seasonal, and spatiotemporal variations rather than the global mean trend.
As a double check to make sure is insensitive to cloud optical thickness, monthly and regional mean values were computed first using all Cb and then using only Cb whose observed visible (0.63 micron) reflected radiance was greater than the median (55% scaled radiance). Visible reflectivity is closely related to cloud optical thickness and is generally high for Cb, which are optically thick. The results (Fig. 3) show that if any systematic relationship does exist between and optical thickness of Cb, it cannot explain much of the climatic variations in of interest here.
Results
Several signals are examined beginning with the annual mean maps of each variable. Then seasonal variations in regions of useful TOMS signal, local anomalies from these variations, and trends in the anomalies are examined in turn. In section 5 these signals are revisited using regression analysis. 1994). Interestingly, the influence of the continents spreads out over nearby oceans (west coast of Africa, northern Indian Ocean, Caribbean area). This argues against topographical effects causing the land-ocean difference. This pattern is strongly and positively correlated with that of convective intensity as indexed by § @ (Fig. 4b) . Looking more closely, two "hot spots" in near Panama and the Red Sea are collocated with low § @
a. Geographical distributions
and cannot be explained by the other predictors. Elsewhere, however, there are differences in the patterns. For instance, Australia has stronger convection than South America but lower ; Mexico and China have weaker convection than most land regions but normal ; and the strong meridional gradient in over Africa is not prominent in § ©
. This demonstrates that variations in are probably not all due to convective intensity.
The annual mean pattern of Cb occurrence rate (Fig. 4d ) does not appear to correlate with except by being greater over the large continents. The greatest concentration of Cb in the annual mean is in the upper Amazon basin where values are unexceptional.
The geographical distribution of TOMS aerosol (Fig. 4c ) is clearly dominated by Saharan dust, especially since the plot displays the logarithm of the TAI. Most of this signal comes from dust layers above the boundary layer which are unlikely to be Cb-active. Another feature is streaks across the subtropical Pacific Ocean that are not firmly connected to any continental source and are not likely to be Cb-active aerosols. Biomass burning signals over South America and southeast Asia are barely visible compared with the dust signal, at least in this annual mean picture. The burning signal is genuine, however, and appears quite clearly as concentrated spots in daily or monthly TOMS images when burns are occurring. The biomass burning sources in the Sahel region south of the Sahara (and possibly even south of the equator) are not easily distinguished from the large dust signal in the mean picture.
Despite these problems, variations in TAI can qualitatively account for most of the discrepancies noted above between § , are each collocated with discernible local maxima in TAI. The first three of these are regions of open agricultural burns (see Arino et al. 2001 ), known to be rich sources of condensation nuclei (Hudson et al. 1991) . The first two areas (but not Southeast Asia) are also near anticipated dust sources (Prospero et al. 2001 ). Thus, if we suppose that aerosol is indeed causing the cloud effects, it is not obvious which type of aerosol source is most responsible. The large local maximum in over Cuba is a mystery since burning and dust sources there appear to be modest. By contrast, over most of Asia is not particularly high despite significant natural and anthropogenic aerosol sources. This may call the actual role of aerosols into question, or may indicate that urban pollution sources in Asia have a relatively weak impact on Cb.
In summary, the observed geographical distribution of suggests that Cb ice sizes are decreased by products of open burns, and possibly, dust. But the effect requires further substantiation.
b. Regional annual cycles
Seasonal cycles can be estimated very robustly from multi-year data sets. Although comparing the annual variations of two quantities is not by itself a stringent test of a causal connection (just about everything has some seasonal cycle), failure to agree is informative. Because of the limitations of the TAI, only regions near strong sources and not dominated by upper-level dust layers can be examined usefully. Here we examine the five regions identified by Herman et al. (1997) for study of biomass burning using TOMS data. In fact we use the same data as that study except continued by D. Larko through the end of the Nimbus-7 record (1993). A sixth region not considered by Herman et al. (1997) , the northern Indian Ocean, has been added here since it also has a significant seasonal cycle in and a strong TAI signal that is not obviously a mid-level dust layer, although the exact nature of the aerosol is uncertain. These six regions collectively account for nearly half of tropical Cb. The only other region found to have a significant seasonal cycle was the northern tropical Atlantic, which was not included here because of aforementioned problems caused by the Saharan mid-level dust layer.
The seasonal variations of cumulonimbus reflectivity, TAI, and convective parameters in the six regions are shown in Fig. 5-6 . The seasonal variations correspond well to those of burning, which occurs mainly in local spring before the growing season. Herman et al. (1997) distinguished burning aerosols from dust by careful selection of location, using daily images to establish typical burning and dust source sites. However, it is not clear how well this eliminates contributions from other aerosol types.
The TAI and cloud reflectivity data (Fig. 5 ) are well correlated in each region, though not perfectly. Reflectivity is generally greatest prior to summertime peaks in convective activity when atmospheric aerosol loading is high, then drops rapidly during the convective seasons as aerosols are removed from the atmosphere. Over the Indian Ocean (where is low most of the year) increases during northern summer. This is consistent with the seasonal cycle of aerosol over that ocean, which is driven mainly by changes in aerosol transport and removal rather than variations in source. Seasonal variations of 10% or more in reflectivity, indicating changes in ¢ ¤ £ of over 10%, are observed; this may be compared with 50% differences often found in individual liquid water clouds between land and ocean (Rosenfeld 1999).
The TAI and curves diverge at the southern hemisphere locations in April-May, where begins to increase ahead of the TAI. These discrepancies probably indicate that other factors influence the seasonal variation of , but they may also be due to the TOMS sensitivity issues discussed above (especially in Africa): despite low TAI, fires do occur dur- ing April-May in the southern hemisphere regions though not as many as later in the winter (see Arino et al. 2001) . Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME) retrievals of NO % (J. Burrows, pers. comm.) indicate substantial burning in Southern Africa around May but otherwise corroborate TOMS. at most times where the TAI and cycles diverge, however, that would be consistent with shared responsibility for the seasonal variations. Cb occurrence rate was not consistently related to here or in any other signal (see section 5) so it is not discussed further.
c. Interannual variations
South America is the only biomass burning region with significant interannual variations during this period (Herman et al. 1997) , and is fortunately far away from Saharan dust sources. It is also the only one of the six regions above that showed clear interannual variability in AE
. Fig. 7 shows the time series of each variable averaged over South America. Clear correspondence between TAI and is visible in the interannual variations, with low values for the first few years then peaking in 1987 and 1988. This behavior is not shown by § @ , which peaks broadly through 1985-87 and then decreases. This figure also illustrates that aerosol impacts are felt during the "shoulder" seasons, especially the first onset of convection. Burning and aerosols are low during the peak convective season.
d. Offshore transport
Here ocean regions are examined more closely. Though TOMS is an unreliable proxy for Cb-active aerosols away from continental sources, we can exploit the lack of variability in local sources by noting that transport effective- ness from land becomes a dominant factor in determining changes in low-level aerosol amount.
Monthly mean NCEP (National Centers for Environmental Prediction) 925-hPa wind data were obtained for the IS-CCP period from the NCDC (National Climate Data Center) and correlated with the observed AE values offshore of Africa and Central America. Fig. 8 shows the difference in mean wind between high-AE cases and lowcases in four offshore regions. In each region, more reflective clouds tend to occur when offshore transport is stronger. Results are similar for adjacent boxes. Off the coast of Ethiopia this signal is dominated by the seasonal cycle, with higher occurring (as discussed in section b) during the Asian monsoon. This pattern recurs for Cb throughout the northern Indian Ocean. The results indicate that some advected factor is influencing Cb offshore of continents, but do not prove that this factor is aerosol, since other environmental factors may also be correlated with (or advected by) winds.
No other ocean regions were found to be useful for testing this phenomenon further. Insufficient convection occurs downwind of South America (where moisture is trapped by the Andes) or Australia. In the Indonesia, Sea of China, and Caribbean regions, the land distribution is too complicated to interpret the results usefully. In the northwest Pacific, winds and were essentially uncorrelated. This line of inquiry could be pursued further using daily winds and backtrajectory analysis but this was not undertaken in the present study. 
e. Local trend differences
While global mean trends are not reliable in either the TOMS or AVHRR data, when examining differences in the trend between different locations or seasons, instrumental drift is subtracted out. Such local trend "anomalies," calculated as functions of month of the year and region, are displayed in Fig. 9 . Local TAI trends are not shown unless a significantly positive TAI signal is usually present, since otherwise the trend is uninterpretable.
In the agricultural burn regions (the two African regions and South America), the seasonal variation of the trend in is quite similar to that in TAI, although the scaling between the two variables is significantly different in northern Africa than in the southern hemisphere locations. This was also the case in Fig. 5 and suggests a different ratio of TAI to Cb-active constituents there, perhaps due to the deeper boundary layer or presence of dust. In southeast China and the northern Indian Ocean, during much of the year there is insufficient absorbing aerosol to establish a useful trend variation.
At the site near the mouth of the Amazon river (Fig. 9b ), large local trends in TAI late in the year are unaccompanied by any response in . Unlike the other sites, the aerosols here are produced by an industrial site (Jay Herman, personal comm.). The lack of response here may indicate that the seasonal variation observed in Fig. 5b was fortuitous and the site is producing no Cb-active constituents; or, that the nature of the pollutant has changed over time and there has been an increase only in the non-CCN component. Note that although there are enough Cb in this particular region to give a sufficient signal, the region is much smaller than the other five regions.
Statistical Analysis
In many of the results presented above, there was evidence that convective intensity and aerosols both influenced
¢ £
independently. To test this conclusion more objectively, regression analysis was performed on three signals: the regional monthly mean variations (section 4b), regional monthly trend variations (section 4e), and local anomalies, which were found by removing the local mean and trend from the binned data. Using statistical tests, the "null hypothesis" that two variables are unrelated can be tested for each signal and possibly rejected. An important caveat, however, is that while a "statistically significant" association between two variables indicates some link must exist between them, it does not prove a direct or causal link unless all causal factors have been included, which may not be the case here.
The results of the analysis are listed in Table 2 Finally, among the regional monthly trends, aerosol variations are again found to correlate with those of AE at high significance. Unlike the regional monthly mean case, however, convective intensity trends showed little correlation and no independent skill in helping to account for the various trends. Given the sampling uncertainties, the data are consistent with the local trend anomalies being driven entirely by aerosol.
Overall, as one moves to shorter time/space scales the statistical evidence for aerosol impact on ¢ ¤ £ weakens. This is probably due to instrumental limitations. On short time and space scales, the noise inherent in the lack of spatio-temporal colocation between TOMS and Cb observations reduces the 
Discussion
Aerosols are known to nucleate shallow cumuli and sometimes affect their droplet sizes or numbers, but it is not obvious that this effect can survive systematically all the way to the top of deep cumulonimbus clouds given the complex microphysics thought to occur. Some corroboration of our results, however, comes from recent mid-to uppertropospheric aircraft penetrations of Cb offshore of India, which found unusually large number concentrations of both droplets and crystals in Cb ascending from a polluted boundary layer 1 . A simple line of reasoning to account for the effect begins by noting that air in deep convective clouds is lofted rapidly from near the surface into the upper troposphere (and occasionally the stratosphere). Much of the ice in these clouds is believed to come from homogeneous freezing of the liquid droplets near the i q p R r C level. This suggests that the processes below this level may be relatively simple, and that greater numbers of (smaller) droplets near cloud base will lead to greater numbers at the homogeneous freezing level and greater numbers of (smaller) ice crystals. This is basically what occurred in the recent model of Phillips et al. (2001) . On the other hand, the great updraft speed in Cb could activate so many ambient aerosols that additional CCN have little effect (Twomey 1959) ; or, ice-phase processes could be sufficiently active to make earlier droplet properties irrelevant. The data here suggest however that, (stronger updrafts) is associated with higher reflectivity (smaller ice). The regional correlation coefficients do not include the industrial site at the Amazon Mouth, which is small compared to the other regions, but attach equal weight to each available month at the remaining sites. Each month is assumed independent in calculating significance.
one way or another, CCN (or other products of fires) are affecting clouds all the way up to their tops. Further work will be necessary to understand this better, and to determine how much the effect persists in the anvil outflow from Cb's.
This finding may have implications for the planetary albedo, and even for atmospheric water vapor. Previous studies have found that atmospheric pollutants can greatly reduce rainfall from shallow cumulus clouds by initiating a greater number of droplets and inhibiting the formation of precipitation-size particles (Rosenfeld 2000) . If this occurred on a widespread basis at levels up to the tropopause, the global mean water vapor amounts in the upper troposphere and/or stratosphere could be affected by boundarylayer pollution. Some evidence for this will be published in a separate article.
Conclusions
This study has found significant climatological variations in Cb ice particle effective diameter (¢ ¤ £ ) , including spatial and seasonal variations of several microns and local trends of up to 1 micron per decade. In determining ice particle sizes radiometrically, the great optical thickness of Cb clouds was exploited to simplify the interpretation of nearinfrared reflectivity and enable the use of an empirical retrieval technique.
The separate importance of three hypothesized influences on ¢ ¤ £ -convective intensity, convective rate of occurrence, and aerosol-was tested by multiple linear regression, using 95% confidence levels to establish significant associations. The results were as follows. The importance of offshore advection of aerosols was also tested indirectly by comparing low-level winds prevailing under different ¢ £ in offshore clouds. In each location studied, low ¢ £ corresponded to anomalous offshore winds. The main conclusion is that aerosols depress ice sizes in Cb, and that this effect is independent of the meteorological effects also observed on ¢ ¤ £ . This conclusion is subject to the caveat that our index of convective intensity (observed window brightness temperature of the Cb) may not capture all the dynamically important variations. The spatial patterns of ¢ £ indicate conspicuous maxima over regions of known biomass burning, but only over some dust regions and not over urban sites, suggesting that agricultural burns are the most important source of additional CCN or other influences on Cb ice crystal size.
In using TOMS data to observe aerosols, several limitations were noted, including the expectation that the ratio of TOMS aerosol index to actual CCN would be sensitive to the aerosol type (for example, opposite in sign for sulfate vs. absorbing aerosols). Progress was made possible by following the example of previous TOMS investigators and focusing on a few sites where a local source of aerosol usually dominates the aerosol index. Though TOMS retrievals may be influenced by cloud cover, convective frequency of occurrence was not significantly related to other signals, suggesting that this particular problem is not producing the aerosol-¢ £ relationship.
Further work is possible in a number of areas to examine aerosol and dynamical impacts on cloud particle size. Combining newer satellite data sets having better aerosol retrieval capability with trajectory studies to identify sampled air masses that later enter clouds, is an important next step. More aircraft ice data in conjuction with radiometric measurements are also badly needed. Many of these activities are under way in association with field programs. Better understanding of the effects of cloud dynamics on particle sizes will also be important before variations in Cb ice size can accurately be attributed to aerosol, particularly in case studies involving a limited number of storms.
